
Andrew Chang - Present 
Andrew Jiang - Absent 
Sarah Anderson - Present 
Basia Rosenbaum - Absent 
Jessica Ding - Present 
Nikitha Reddy - Present 
Daniel Montoya - Present 
Neil Reilly - Present 
Marija Jevtic - Absent 
Amy Tan - Absent 
Abigail Kasdin - Present 
Annie Warnke - Present 
Spencer Ma - Present 
John Bowers - Absent 
Sidney Li - Present 
Balim Barutcu - Absent 
Eliza Ennis - Present 
 
8:10 - Program Updates 

● HMUN: Conference is filled! Full Staff Party tomorrow. Bit of a snag with Turkish visa issue 
● HNMUN: country assignments this weekend, priority registration deadline passed 
● HPIE: curriculum is influential elections of the 20th century, 3rd week of teaching 
● IRoC: Working with Weatherhead as part of Harvard Worldwide Week, International Comedy Night 

next Tuesday 
● ICMUN: CMUNNY and SCSY, NCSC next week 
● HNMUN-LA: process of signing contract with the hotel, registration goals met 
● HMUN India: wrapping up budget, Secretariat apps go out tomorrow 
● HIR: full transition done 

 
8:22 - HMUN India 

● Increased conference capacity from 1300 to 1450, had around 1400 total 
● Increased GAs and decreased number of ECOSOCs to increase conference capacity 
● Host team split costs, blew past previous projected inflows 
● Small hike in conference fees (changed pricing structure), reinvested in committee room 
● Looking forward: expansion of Resolve, stronger institutional memory, reinvesting in the conference, 

figuring out conference size/expansion 
 
8:33 - Amendments to Current Sexual Assault Policy 

● Updates from Peer Responders: Finished the Qualtrics form, can be included in any emails 
● Sofia Garcia: brought up incident at SCSY to continue conversation about leadership adherence to 

the passed policy, how to enforce the policy for leadership specifically 



○ Eliza: little visibility about the fact that this was passed to make it more enforceable if it’s 
publicly available 

○ Can DAPA training be scheduled? 
○ Daniel: currently re-submitted to OSAPR, working with them on specifically language issues 

with Title IX 
○ Neil: program heads sign basic code of conduct? To acknowledge you’re responsible for 

these things 
● Scheduling AODS and OSAPR training for next BoD meeting 
● Eliza: definition of party? 

○ Should all of these alcohol service measures be applied to every gathering 
● David: do we need to extend mandate of the Responders to preventing the creation of an unsafe 

environment? Often deal with issues of leadership behavior or alcohol policies despite main focus 
being sexual assault and gender discrimination 

● Daniel: responders and policy are malleable 
● Eliza’s proposal: 

 
Goal: To clear standards for procedural and behavioral expectations at parties hosted by IRC programs, 
keeping joint hosting models in mind. These standards should be applied in tandem with Harvard College 
policies. 
 
A party is any gathering with alcohol that is bought with funds from the International Relations 
Council that is thrown on behalf of the International Relations Council or any one of its substituent 
organizations. All parties must follow the following guidelines: 
  
Bartending Procedures 
·   Standard-sized shot glasses should be used to measure and pour liquor 
·   Guests whom bartenders deem to be hazardously intoxicated should be denied further alcoholic beverages 
o   Bartenders may wish to pour such guests water from a liquor bottle filled with water 
o   Bartenders and members of leadership should actively correspond with regards to who has been deemed 
hazardously intoxicated 
  
Party Set-Up and Supplies 
·   Water and substantial food should be readily available whenever alcohol is served 
·   Party organizers should place an emphasis on purchasing more attractive non-liquor options for alcoholic 
beverages, such as ciders and hard sodas 
·   A robust selection of non-alcoholic beverages must be readily available; party organizers may wish to 
consider purchasing canned non-alcoholic drinks, such as seltzers 
·   Party organizers should avoid serving drinks in glass bottles if the party is expected to be rowdy or 
rager-like 
  
Leadership Behaviors 
·   Leadership should be attentive of their surroundings and easily accessible for the duration of the party 
·   Leaders should maintain decorum, maintain discretion, and set an example for other members of the IRC 



·   Bartenders and bouncers should be in a sober state at the time of their shifts, and cannot drink alcohol 
during their shifts 
·   Leadership should wear a clear indication of their status, such as a glowstick accessory; this should be 
clearly publicized to all party guests 
·   Leadership and party staff should coordinate via a designated platform, such as a GroupMe, throughout the 
party 
·   At least one member of leadership is required to maintain sobriety throughout any event with alcohol. 
  
Additionally, all larger parties (parties that are program-wide or IRC-wide): 
Personnel Procedures 
·   At least one individual aged 21 or above should be staffing the bar at all times 
·   Only bartenders who are assigned to the current shift may serve alcoholic beverages 
·   For large parties, there must be at least two sober leadership members, and there should be a conscious 
effort to ensure gender-diversity in the sober members 
Party Setup and Supplies 
·   Signs stating a message similar to “You must be 21+ to drink” must be posted around the party 
·   Bottles of alcohol should be out of reach for party guests 
Bouncing 
·  Bouncers should have all attendees read a standard statement defining consent before entering the party, 
and write their initials on a check-in sheet 
·   No bouncer should leave their shift before another bouncer has arrived 
·   There should always be one on-call bouncer to assist the on-shift bouncer(s) in case there is a problem, so 
that the on-shift bouncer(s) need not leave their post 
·   At large parties, there should be a designated bar bouncer to ensure that guests or off-duty staff do not 
have access to the alcohol supply 
  
9:25 - Eliza proposes amendment to replace “IRC PARTY STANDARDS” with above 

● Amendment passes 
 
9:31 - VENMO. YIKE. 

● Neil: two options 
○ Create another BoA account to tie Venmo account to, which is not ideal 
○ Ban Venmo !!!!!! 

● Sarah: Bank of America venmo system option? 
● How feasible is reimbursement via check? 
● Annie: scheduling transition of signing power by April/May so there isn’t a lag 
● Should try to consolidate BoA meetings with all comptrollers 
● Neil: transition period until winter break to transition away of venmo accounts 

○ After winter break => B A N  
○ #BanVenmo2017 

● BoD Resolution: transition away from using Venmo until January, then it’s BANNED 
○ passed 


